
7.  Too much data!
Q:  Auto-detection to the rescue?

18:00 - 05:30  = 10.5 hrs

x 5 detectors each night

x 3 nights per month (new moon)

 = 157.5 hrs to review each month

DATA STORAGE

1 min  = 46 MB

All night = 28,980 MB = 28 GB!

Susan
NOTE:  Depending upon how many bats are
detected throughout the night, an
experienced reviewer can analyze one
night’s recordings from one detector in
3-5 hours 
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95%
Correct ID 
of species

94 - 87%

90 - 73% 91%

81 - 49 %

Example of call variation within a 
species, Nyctalus leisleri

 = Challenge for auto-identification



What is needed for auto classification?

“Noise”
Correct

OK to delete file

“Noise”
False Negative

(poor signal :  noise ratio)
Mistake to delete file

Can we first filter-out “noise” (e.g., insects)



EXAMPLE:
Windsor Road

Wildlife Acoustics “Noise” filter



Creating a Call Library:  
What is needed?

PTMA vs. PTQU

Information missing from call

Complete frequency range of 2nd Harmonic



Creating a Call Library:  
What is needed?

Adequate Sample Rate for ALL species

180 kHz

100

0

90 kHz

Inadequate 
bandwidth 
for tropical 
bats



Creating a Call Library:  
What is needed?

Minimal “noise”, no echoes



Towards Auto-Identification
Table&S2.!Defini'ons!of!the!24!call!parameters!extracted!by!SonoBat!version!3.!

*!denotes!the!12!parameters!selected!for!training!the!classifica'on!tool!of!iBAT.

Parameter Parameter

FMin* Minimum frequency of the call (kHz)

FPeak* Frequency of the call at the point of maximum amplitude (KHz).

FMax* Maximum frequency of the call (kHz)

BW*
Bandwidth: total frequency spread of the call, calculated from the 
difference between maximum and minimum frequencies of the call 
(KHz).

Dur* Duration of the call (ms)

FCtr* Frequency at half the duration of the call (KHz)

FC*
Characteristic frequency: frequency of the instantaneous point  in the 
final 40% of the call with lowest slope (KHz)

FKn*
Frequency at which the initial slope of the call most abruptly transitions 
to the slope of the body of the call (KHz)

FLg*
Frequency of the most extended flattest slope section of the call 
preceding the characteristic frequency (KHz)

StartS* Slope in the first 5% of the call duration (KHz/ms)

See Walters et al.  2014 for 
complete list



iBATS - Caribeños ?

Susan
A Work in Progress!


